Collaboration Platform

Visibility over business processes, intelligent
collaboration in the cloud.
All enterprise level organisations are faced with one or more of the following challenges,
without exception:

•
•
•
•
•

A lack of visibility across multiple, disparate applications. No single view of the truth
An inability to report across disparate sources of data
Difficulty in achieving effective collaboration between stakeholders, both internal and
external
The limitations of existing “mission critical” applications. Often adding missing
functionality is very expensive, complex and time consuming
Exposure to risk created by staff managing functionality in an ad-hoc manner using
spreadsheets, Sharepoint and other manual methods

viisConnect solves these challenges for all of our clients, regardless of the corporate or
government sector they operate in. A truly industry agnostic solution, viisConnect allows
clients to maximise the value of existing IT infrastructure while at the same time eliminating
risk and enhancing collaboration.

What clients are saying
about the iviis team:
iViis specialise in delivering robust, cost-effective, cloud based solutions that simplify business systems
and processes. Enhanced collaboration, reduced risk and increased efficiency and profitability are just
some of the benefits that these solutions provide.
All iViis solutions are pre-configured and built on the same product, viisConnect, a proprietary, enterprise
level, collaboration platform based in the iViis cloud. Accessible via a secure, role based login using
any web-enabled device, all viisConnect solutions feature a consistent, contemporary look and intuitive
user experience.



...they’ve demonstrated themselves to
be very capable, responsive, flexible,
moved quickly, and these are all
traits that we would like to see in our
organisation


At the heart of viisConnect are three core enabling technologies:
Integrate

Disparate IT Systems
viisConnect is built on the premise that
organisations want to maximise the value
of their
existing IT systems, rather than
replace them. viisConnect adds value to the
investment already made in “best of breed”
applications by interfacing with them.
Documents stored in any data repository can
also be made available in viisConnect.

Automate
Manual Processes & Spreadsheets
Manual systems and processes are automated.
Additional functionality can be incorporated if
required. Systems and reporting being managed
in an ad-hoc manner using spreadsheets or in
Sharepoint are transitioned into viisConnect,
removing risk and maximising value.
Client specific IP is also embedded, standardising
systems and processes.

Extend

Legacy IT Systems

Critical business functions are often managed
by legacy ERP systems, however making
changes to these systems is usually very
expensive and is often put off, the end
result being that key functionality is often
missing. viisConnect can provide this missing
functionality in a highly cost effective solution,
enhancing the value of legacy systems and
extending their usefulness.

Visibility

Flexibility

viisConnect provides end-to-end visibility of previously siloed information,
in a single cloud based application. Each pre-configured solution provides
the core functionality needed to deliver the required outcomes but can be
customised with workflows and client specific IP to ensure a perfect fit for
your organisation.

All viisConnect solutions are implemented in exactly the same manner and are
flexible by design. Plug-ins provide key functionality, such as Procurement
Management, while apps within plug-ins provide point solution functionality
e.g. Receipting. All plug-ins & apps can be implemented seamlessly into
any viisConnect solution. This flexibility allows you to implement only the
plug-ins you need, when you need them. This library of functionality also
means that iviis can create robust, cost effective, bespoke solutions in very
short time frames by reconfiguring functionality which is already proven in
existing solutions.
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Rapid Delivery

Grow Without Limits

The unique architecture of viisConnect means that no coding is required
when configuring plug-ins or apps and is a key factor in our ability to deliver
complex projects rapidly and in budget.

viisConnect allows for an unlimited number of User Roles to be implemented
and is fully scalable. Each role is configured to manage security and the
visibility of, and rights over information. This flexibility gives users (e.g.
employees, contractors, suppliers etc.) their own specific view and rights
over all information that is relevant to them. All viisConnect solutions
include:

All customisation is carried out at the plug-in/app level, ensuring your
corporate IP is only ever available within your viisConnect community.
Custom plug-ins & apps can also be developed as required.
The flexible design of viisConnect means that value can be realised in a
very short time frame by identifying plug-ins which provide functionality
that can be used as soon as it is deployed. There is no need to wait until
the entire solution is “turned on” before your stakeholders can start gaining
value from a viisConnect solution.

Collaboration
Each viisConnect implementation creates a unique community, or ecosystem which enhances collaboration amongst all stakeholders, both
internal and external by providing visibility and management capability of
all relevant information to the right people, at the right time. An increasing
number of clients are choosing to collaborate with other organisations
using the secure viisConnect platform in order to realise the full potential
that an integrated, cloud based community can provide.

•
•
•
•
•

Unlimited Users
Unlimited Hours
Unlimited Data Storage
Unlimited User Roles
A powerful reporting engine, and more.

viisConnect is continually being developed, ensuring it will never become
a legacy solution. Updates are performed every fortnight on average, while
new functionality can be added to your own viisConnect community as it is
required. There are no hardware requirements, Users simply need internet
access.
The following pages provide an overview of the suite of viisConnect preconfigured solutions and platform features. For details on each solution or
to discuss how viisConnect could add value to your business please contact
us as follows.
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Integrate

Disparate IT Systems

Automate

Extend

Manual Processes & Spreadsheets

Legacy IT Systems

Pre-Configured Solutions & Plug-ins*
SCM
Leases

Personnel

Insurance

Plant

Assets

Contractors

People

HSEQ Documents

Safety

Hazards

Projects

Risk Assessment

Purchase Orders

Inspections

Maintenance

Incidents

Systems

Return to work

GIS / Mapping

Meetings
Corrective Actions
Work Management

Anniversary
Reminders
Compliance Checker
Contractor
Procurement
Contract Tracker
Data Verifier
Engagement Analytics

CRM

Claims

Procurement

PreConstruction

PMO

Manufacturing

Construction

Assessments

Demand

Variations

Resources

Supply

Warranty

Projects

Quality

Maintenance

Financials

Inventory

Safety

Equity Reward

Reporting
Contracts
Design

Insight Generator

SOP
Customer Portals
Supplier Portals
Issues Management

It’s All About Me
Leave Approver
Performance Analytics
Position Privileges
On Board – Off Board
Company Kit

APPS:
Apps available within plug-ins provide point
solution functionality.
Existing plug-ins can be customised to deliver
specific functionality or bespoke apps can be
built if new functionality is required.

*All plug-ins can be implemented seamlessly into any viisConnect™ solution. Not all plug-ins are listed
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viisConnect Global Features


In the Cloud: Collaborate in the cloud in real time.



Communication Management: Emails, notes, SMS messages, faxes,
all linked in context.



Flexible, Powerful Integration: viisConnect can integrate and webenable data from any application, database or data repository.




User Friendly Interface: viisConnect features a contemporary
interface and intuitive user experience.



Dashboards: Dashboards save time by clearly presenting
important, role specific information at a glance. One click drill
down to the detail.



Save Time & Eliminate Risk: Processes currently being managed
manually using spreadsheets can be embedded in viisConnect,
saving time and reducing risk.



Automate Tasks: Reduce risk and save time by automating tasks
such as notifications and updates.








Role Based Access: Access to viisConnect is built on role based
security principles and is fully scalable. Menus, dashboards and
tabs are role specific so each user can only view and interact with
the data they have permission to see. An unlimited number of
Users and User Roles can be implemented.

Enhanced Collaboration: All employees and external partners have

  visibility of all information applicable to their role in one application.




Powerful Query & Reporting Functionality: Report across all data
available in viisConnect. An extensive range of charts, styles and
colour options allows users to create custom reports with the
appropriate training.





Document Management: Documents and photos are linked in
context. Unlimited document storage. Self service of documents
plus locking and version control etc. are available.

Secure: iviis operates a comprehensive Information Security
Management System (ISMS) and is audited annually against the
Information Security Management Standard ISO 27001. This is
a client requirement (and in some instances their government’s
prudential regulators) to ensure very high security standards and
operating protocols.
Role based access has the capability to mirror existing security
roles. viisConnect has the ability to interface with any Single Sign
On system that you may have. Many clients use Active Directory
and these security roles are used in viisConnect.

Workflows: Manage processes efficiently and reduce risk.
Workflows can be implemented & adapted as processes change.
Adaptable: As base systems change over time viisConnect can be
simply re-configured to reflect the change in source systems.

Mobile Compatible: Dynamic design, accessible via any internet
connected device.



Local Support: Offices in Christchurch, Sydney, Auckland, Brisbane,
Gold Coast and Hamilton.
Head Office: 329 Durham Street North,
Christchurch
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Clients Include:
New Zealand based....

Australian based....
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